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Significant Radiation Dose Reduction Possibilities Using EKG Gated High Pitch Helical Acquisitions for Gated Chest Exams in CT.
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Anatomy Shown



Figure 1. Anatomy as seen from a contrast enhanced computed tomography image (LightSpeed VCT)



Abstract Cardiac computed tomography exams are routinely acquired in a low pitch helical mode to allow for motion control of the anatomy. Acquisitions provide high resolution diagnostic image quality by use of EKG gating, though overlap of the acquired data is required. An advanced high pitch EKG gated helical computed tomography acquisition was analyzed in comparison with standard low pitch cardiac techniques. Dose and image quality were compared to determine if the high pitch scan algorithm could be a low dose alternative to enable cardiac gated acquisition with reduced dose penalty for large volume scanning in CT.



Purpose The 64x0.625 scan modes available in volume CT scanners typically use a low pitch ( 75 BPM with the aggressive pitch increase using the high pitch algorithm.



Phase Margin Figure 2.Example of temporal window used by high pitch algorithm



Temporal and spatial resolution dictate applicable scan ranges within the HR range for single sector cardiac imaging today. The high pitch mode may be applicable to higher heart rate ranges for clinical scans with more flexible spatial requirements, such as large vessel, gross anatomy, and chamber imaging. A
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Figure 4. Aortic arch acquired with ungated acquisition (A) demonstrating pulsation artifact and with EKG gated high pitch (B) showing no pulsation in 9.1s. Aortic cross section acquired with low pitch (C) and high pitch (D) modes showing equivalent image quality.
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Image quality benefits of the EKG gated high pitch mode in comparison include:



DLP values collected for % Dose Reduction for High Pitch Gated Helical with the three variations of the respect to standard Low Pitch Gated Acquisition high pitch algorithm were compared to DLPs of the baseline low pitch scan. Results, in Fig 3, show dose savings of up to 46% may be achievable. Combined with image 30 40 50 60 70 80 quality results below, 2040% dose savings could Figure 3. Plot showing calculated dose savings from DLP results collected from phantom acquisitions. be routinely achieved Three levels of high pitch algorithm were evaluated. across the population Conservative = no overlap in the helical scan Moderate = a HR dependent temporal gap of up to while maintaining the msec is allowed benefits of an EKG gated 100 Aggressive = a HR dependent temporal gap of up to large volume acquisition. 200 msec is allowed 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
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Image Quality Results QA phantom noise results were primarily consistent with the low pitch scan modes. Some loss in SNR was expected due to the higher pitch, but was small due to the 0.4, small high density artifact was present for the aggressive high pitch mode, and shadow artifact for the moderate and conservative modes, but no artifact 0.4.



• Gated aorta



thrombus dissection



• Electrophysiology



Aortic Calcifications Follow-up



• Follow up



Techniques. AJR2006; 186:S346-S356. 3Napoli et al. Advances in MDCT Sept 13-14, 2003, Washington, DC. J of Comp Assist Tomo July/August 2004. Supplement 1: S32-S45.



• Stable cardiac phase over the full scan volume • Faster scan time with 40 mm coverage • Elimination of pulsation artifact



Technical Limitations • Artifacts from cone beam reconstruction at high helical pitch values • Potential shift of cardiac phase position for some settings



Clinical Limitations May Include • Emergency patients due to need for arms to be out of the scan field (above the head)



aneurism Mechanical Valve



• Congenital defects



Bicuspid valve



All clinical results courtesy of Dr Sablayrolles, Centre Cardiologique du Nord, Saint-Denis, France



Dose Comparison in Clinical Practice Scan Mode



An alternative approach for imaging the chest, such as the aorta, is to use an ungated helical approach (0.9351.375 pitch). This can yield anatomic information, though does not have the image quality benefit of a gated scan, as seen in Fig. 4A. The value of ECG gating, particularly in the thoracic aorta, has been previously considered1 and described2,3. 1NASCI Cardiac Radiology Curriculum Guide, Dec 2003 2Vassilios et al. MDCT Angiography of Acute Chest Pain: Evaluation of ECG-Gated and Non-gated



Dose Results



Clinical indications include



• General cardiovascular



Maximum Pitch 0.24 0.46



Table 2.Pitch range for the two scan types. Pitch selection within the range depends on HR and mode.



Since abstract submission, 25 patients have been scanned using the FDA approved high pitch scan mode and reconstruction algorithm.



• Bypass grafts



Minimum Pitch Low Pitch Cardiac 0.16 High Pitch Conservative 0.16



Acquisition Mode Phase Loc



% Savings
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Routine Cardiac
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Gantry Speed



0.35 sec/rot



0.35 sec/rot



kV



120



120



min mA/ peak mA
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200/706



Scan Coverage
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Scan Duration



11.7 sec



7 sec



Peak mA Phase



65-85



65-85



Patient Heart Rate



90 BPM



98 BPM



1904 mGy



1142 mGy



DLP



40 % dose reduction Table 3. Clinical comparison of dose using low pitch cardiac and the high pitch algorithm for two gated aorta patients. Note the 40% reduction in DLP despite the difference in mA, higher HR, and slightly larger scan range.



Female 74yrs Referred due to chest pain Heart rate: 61bpm Scan volume: 29.1cm Scan duration 7.4 sec Gantry Speed 0.35 sec/ rot kVp: 120 Peak mA: 670 Pitch: 0.3 DLP 1271 CTDI 38.5
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Figure 4. Clinical example of a sagittal (A) and 3D vessel tracking of the aorta (B) of a patient referred due to chest pain and scanned with the moderate high pitch scan mode and reconstruction algorithm.
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• Coronary quantification • Patients with high BMI may require conservative scan settings to maintain low noise



D



• Fast structures such as coronary arteries and valves may need conservative or low pitch settings



Conclusion High pitch EKG gated CT acquisitions at pitch values above the 0.25 low pitch range in clinical use today can provide gated imaging at a lower dose while benefiting from the cardiac motion control for large volume gated chest scanning. Initial clinical data supports the findings. More extensive clinical evaluations are underway to assess radiation dose savings for the various indications of gated chest imaging.



Figure 5. High pitch clinical examples of a 322mm aorta with abdomen at 847 mGy (A), a 17 sec aorta abdomen pelvis (B) at a +0.11 pitch increase, a mechanical valve with 320 mm of coverage (C) where diagnosis included check for presence of coronary occlusion due to the valve and dissection, and a 518mm thoracic and abdominal aorta (C) at 62-66 BPM in 15.6 sec.
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